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BLOCK 4 SPEED
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Our Price $53,900
Specifications:

Year:  1969  

VIN:  194379S728368  

Make:  CHEVROLET  

Model/Trim:  427 COUPE ORIGINAL PAINT BIG
BLOCK 4 SPEED

 

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Exterior:  Gold  

Engine:  427 390HP ORIGINAL BORN WITH
ENGINE

 

Interior:  Brown  

Transmission:  MUNCIE 4 SPEED  

Mileage:  79,000  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

CLASSIC 405 MOTORS PRESENTS THIS UNRESTORED 427
CORVETTE

 

1969 Chevrolet Corvette 427 CI 390 HP 4 speed manual transmission.
79,000 miles. Tilt/Tele steering wheel, AM/FM Radio for options. Car
has never been messed with and has had very little work done to it over
the years and never been worked on by the wrong people. It even has
the original air pump on the engine which you never see. It’s all there.

This was a 2 owner car with the 2nd owners buying it from the original
owner in the mid 1970’s before we bought it recently in 2023.

 All the engine, transmission, differential numbers have been recorded
and identified, they are all original to the car besides the passenger side
cylinder head, looks to be replaced at sometime in its life, that head is
still the same year as the original just has an E month code instead of
an H.

It does run and drive, but the engine is not good enough to drive it for
long periods, just for moving the car when needed or short in town
drive. When taken for a short drive down the road, the transmission,
differential, suspension, and other moving parts seem to actually work
pretty well yet.

Car is very solid underneath and has all original body panels on it as
well. There was a very minor hit on the left rear bumper at some point in
the past resulting in a 6-8” crack in the fiberglass above the drivers side
rear valance. You have to lay on your back to even see the crack, and it
could be easily fixed with no panel replacement. Other than that it is a
no hit body.
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All original corvettes in this condition are very tough to find these days,
especially for a 1969. This is a very solid car that would be a great
candidate for NCRS original class entry. 

priced at $53,900 

 

CALL OR TEXT RUSS 405-473-3204

 

WE ARE A SMALL TOWN FAMILY OWNED CLASSIC CAR DEALER
NEAR OKLAHOMA CITY AND WE ARE ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM
WILL ROGERS WORLD AIRPORT .

come see us today at 780 west hwy 152 Mustang Oklahoma 73064

visit us @ classic405motors.com

FINANCING AVAILABLE WAC     WORLDWIDE SHIPPING IS
AVAILABLE
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